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STATEMENT OF REBUTTAL EVIDENCE OF MATT BONIS (‘AIRPORT 

PURPOSES’ DESIGNATION) 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My full name is Matthew William Bonis.   

2 My qualifications and experience are set out in my primary 

statement of evidence on behalf of CIAL dated 23 January 2015.  

3 I reconfirm my compliance with the code of conduct for expert 

witnesses contained in Environment Court Practice Note (2014) as 

also set out in my 23 January 2015 Primary Evidence. 

4 I have prepared this statement of rebuttal evidence on behalf of 

Christchurch International Airport Ltd (CIAL) in relation to the 

submission of Mr Colin Stokes.  

5 For completeness I note I have reviewed, but consider there is no 

reason for me to comment on the statement of evidence of Mrs 

Angela E McVicar.  

REPA – COLIN STOKES 

6 I address Mr Stokes’ comments briefly. 

7 Mr Stokes’ central thesis is that regulation associated with the REPA 

should not extend east. Aeronautical activities, including the REPA 

should remain within the Special Purpose (Airport) Zone, or extend 

west over ‘rural areas’. The stated relief requested by Mr Stokes is 

that Runway 11/29 be moved to the west along with further 

extending the designation away from the City. Mr Stokes states that 

this would fully encapsulate CIAL’s aeronautical activities without 

encroaching towards the City. Mr Boswell has outlined the reasons 

why such reconfiguration is prohibitive.  

8 Mr Stokes’ original submission on the pDPR opposes the extension 

of the Airport toward the City and residential zones. The submission 

states that “extending the operation and designations east closer to 

existing residential use can logically only make it [presumably 

residential activities under the REPA] less safe”.  

9 Mr Stokes reiterates this concern in his 30 January statement at 

paragraph 5, where he states: “ [the designation] would have 

additional adverse effects on thousands of existing residential 

properties, and to Christchurch City.”  

10 Mr Boswell has stated in his evidence that the REPA does not in 

itself facilitate any increased use, and subsequent risk associated 
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with landings in the cross wind runway in north-west wind 

conditions. The REPA exists for the purpose of reducing the risk of 

runway-related accidents by seeking to restrict the activities that 

can be undertaken in the area where those accidents are most likely 

to occur.  The risk of a runway-related accident - albeit of a low 

probability but with high impact - already exists in the area to the 

east of Russley Road.  Prudently, CIAL has sought to ensure that 

any risks to those on the ground in the event of such an incident is 

minimised on the basis of International FAA guidelines by seeking to 

encapsulate the full extent of the REPA on the eastern runway.  This 

requires extension of the designation over the private land on the 

eastern side of Russley Road.   

11 As identified in my primary evidence, a plan change to regulate land 

uses contained in the REPA (Plan Change 16) was not approved for 

those properties east of Russley Road. The Independent 

Commissioner indicated in the decision that designation would be 

the more appropriate mechanism. 

12 Mr Stokes asserts at his paragraph 6 that the extension of the 

designation will increase the noise contours over existing properties.  

That is incorrect.  Mr Boswell has also outlined that the proposed 

designation extension has no implications in terms of the noise 

contours.  

13 Mr Stokes implies that the designation will have implications for 

private and residential land. As noted in my primary statement of 

evidence, apart from the MAIL site, the REPA overlays land that is 

zoned ‘rural’. The zoning land use provisions substantially limit 

further intensification of these allotments, regardless of either 

application of the REPA land use activity rule, and / or the 

designation. For the MAIL site, the proposed plan change and 

associated ODP identifies how that block can be reasonably used 

including provision for the designation. 

14 Lastly, Mr Stokes at his paragraph 18 implies that land to the City’s 

west is a finite resource for the purpose of Section 7(g) RMA, 

presumably for residential activity ‘due to the earthquake red 

zoning’. As discussed above and in my primary statement, the land 

is predominantly zoned ‘rural’, is outside of the urban fence for the 

purpose of the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement, and the area 

zoned ‘Greenfield Business’ purports to identify and provide for the 

REPA. By comparison, the Christchurch Airport is recognised and 

provided for in the higher order statutory documents, including its 

economic and social importance for the Region. The Airport is clearly 

unable to be substituted, or easily re-configured to move further to 

the west as sought by Mr Stokes.  
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15 For these reasons I disagree with Mr Stokes. In my opinion, the 

designation extending east of Russley Road to round out the 

existing REPA for 11/27 as contained in the operative Plan is 

appropriate in terms of section 171 and Part 2.            

Dated:  4 February 2015 

 
________________________ 

Matthew William Bonis 


